
Encourage worship participation with these authentic desert palms 
like those found in the Holy Land. We are here to make the ordering 
and delivery process as easy as possible! We are committed to your 

total satisfaction—from the time you place your palm order until 
your palms arrive at your door.

LARGE PALM 

43”-50” long, approximately 
25-40 strips per bud

PALM-LB-10 (buds) 
PALM-LB-25 (buds) 

DWARF PALM 

16”-23” long, approximately 
15-20 strips per bud

PALM-DB-100 (buds) 
PALM-DB-250 (buds) 

LONG DOUBLE PALM STRIPS 

24" to 36" palm strips from Fan 
Palms. Stripped and ready to hand 
out. Packaged 100 strips to the 
bundle.
PALM-L 100 strips 

SHORT DOUBLE PALM STRIPS   

13" to 20" palm strips from Fan 
Palms. Stripped and ready to hand 
out. Packaged 100 strips to the 
bundle.
PALM-D  100 strips 

The name “Palm Bud” comes from the leaf being unopened. Like Rose Bud 
that is harvest closed, so are the palms. The nice, bright yellow is the result of 
the leaf never being exposed to the sunlight and producing chlorophyll. In this 
stage of development, the palm holds its freshness and texture. Packaged 

in a sack.

Ash Wednesday - Feb 26th
Palm Sunday - April 5th

www.bbroughton.com
Tel. 416-690-4777 or 1-800-268-4449  •  Fax 416-690-5357
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Individual, Clean & 

Easy to Handle
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Palm Buds
Most Economical

Palm Strips

www.bbroughton.com

Bulk Pricing Available - Please Inquire

http://www.bbroughton.com/product/ST/PALM-LB-10/PALMS-BULK-LARGE-10-BUDS-PER-SACK-APROX-25-40-STRIPS-PER-BUD
http://www.bbroughton.com/product/ST/PALM-LB-25/PALMS-BULK-LARGE-25-BUDS-PER-SACK-APROX-25-40-STRIPS-PER-BUD
http://www.bbroughton.com/product/ST/PALM-DB-100/PALMS-BULK-DWARF-PALM-100-BUDS-PER-SACK-APROX-15-20-STRIPS-PER-BUD
http://www.bbroughton.com/product/ST/PALM-DB-250/PALMS-BULK-DWARF-PALM-250-BUDS-PER-SACK-APROX-15-20-STRIPS-PER-BUD
http://www.bbroughton.com/product/ST/PALM-L/PALMS-LARGE-DOUBLE-STRIP-100-PER-BAG
http://www.bbroughton.com/product/ST/PALM-D/PALMS-DWARF-DOUBLE-STRIP-100-PER-PK
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Mediterranean 
Fan

Date and Sago measures 24” to 36” high. 
Fan Palm has a nice, full, flat center and measures 24” to 
36”, excellent for backing in arrangements. 
Jerusalem Palm is truly a beautiful palm. The dark green 
front features two thin light green lines. The back has 
the unique trait of silvery coating. 
Mediterranean Fan measures 16” to 18” high.

Sago
13” Wide

Date

PALM-DA  Date Palm  4/pack  
PALM-S  Sago Palm - 13” Wide  4/pack  
PALM-F  Fan Palm  4/pack  
PALM-J Jerusalem Fan  4/pack  
PALM-MF  Mediterranean Fan  8/pack  

Fan Jerusalem Fan

1.Open box immediately and check your 
order. 
2. Refrigerate your palms on arrival! Palms are 
like cut flowers.
3. Keep away from any heating source.
4. Do not allow palms to freeze!
5. Brownish tips on the leaves are a natural 
characteristic since drying begins even before 
the leaf matures.
6. When arranging Altar Décor leaves, simply 
cut stems at a 45° angle and place in fresh 
water or wet floral foam.

CARE FOR YOUR PALMS
HOW TO SHOP?

It’s easy to create beautiful arrangements with these decorative palms. Clean and convenient to 
arrange, each pack of Fan, Date and Sago Altar Décor includes four unstripped palm fronds, 24” 
to 36” in height. The smaller Mediterranean Fan measures 16” to 18” high and comes 8 to a pack. 

Perfect for any type of arrangement!

This arrangement can be made with 1 pack of 
Fan, 1 pack of Sago, and 1 pack of Mediterranean 

Fan and 1 pack of Date.
This arrangement is made with 1/2 pack Sago, 
1/2 pack Mediterranean, 1/2 pack Jerusalem, 1 

pack Date.

Fan Palm

This arrangement can be made with 1/2 pk. of 
Fan, 1/2 pack of Jerusalem, 2 packs of Sago and 1 

pack of Mediterranean Fan.

Prices subject to change without notice

Palm Altar Decor Decorative Palms
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In Store:  322 Consumers Rd,   
  North York, ON,   
  M2J1P8
Web Site:  www.bbroughton.com
Email:   sales@bbroughton.com 
Call:  416-690-4777 or   
  1-800-268-4449   
Fax:   416-690-5357

Bulk Pricing Available - Please Inquire

Ask about how to save more with Paschal and Palm orders

http://www.bbroughton.com/product/ST/PALM-MF/PALMS-MEDITERRANEAN-FAN-DECOR-8BAG
http://www.bbroughton.com/product/ST/PALM-MF/PALMS-MEDITERRANEAN-FAN-DECOR-8BAG
http://www.bbroughton.com/product/ST/PALM-S/PALMS-SAGO-DECORATION-PALMS-4-PER-BAG
http://www.bbroughton.com/product/ST/PALM-S/PALMS-SAGO-DECORATION-PALMS-4-PER-BAG
http://www.bbroughton.com/product/ST/PALM-DA/PALMS-DATE-DECORATION-PALM-4-PER-BAG
http://www.bbroughton.com/product/ST/PALM-DA/PALMS-DATE-DECORATION-PALM-4-PER-BAG
http://www.bbroughton.com/product/ST/PALM-S/PALMS-SAGO-DECORATION-PALMS-4-PER-BAG
http://www.bbroughton.com/product/ST/PALM-F/PALMS-FAN-DECORATION-4-PER-BAG
http://www.bbroughton.com/product/ST/PALM-J/PALMS-JERUSALEM-DECORATION-PALMS-4BAG
http://www.bbroughton.com/product/ST/PALM-MF/PALMS-MEDITERRANEAN-FAN-DECOR-8BAG
http://www.bbroughton.com/product/ST/PALM-F/PALMS-FAN-DECORATION-4-PER-BAG
http://www.bbroughton.com/product/ST/PALM-J/PALMS-JERUSALEM-DECORATION-PALMS-4BAG
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Our Pure Palm Ashes come in plastic pouches for 
easy distribution on Ash Wednesday.

100 people ASH-100
500 people ASH-500

Bay branches are popular for Greek and 
Coptic Orthodox Palm Sunday. Each branch 

measures 20” to 28” high. Packaged 10 
branches per pack.

BAY-10

Greek & Coptic Orthodox Palm Sunday is 
April 12th

PALM CROSSES LARGE 8” to 12” high. 
Packaged 25 per pack.

PALM-CROSS-L 

PALM CROSSES SMALL 4” to 6” high. 
Packaged 25 per pack.
PALM-CROSS-S

Great for parish distribution, visiting the sick & senior homes

Prices subject to change without notice

@broughtons.rel@broughtons_rel www.bbroughton.com

Bay Leaf Branches

Fresh Palm Crosses

Ash Wednesday is February 26th

Pure Palm Ashes

Dec 2019

http://www.bbroughton.com/product/ST/ASH-100/ASHES-100-PEOPLE
http://www.bbroughton.com/product/ST/ASH-500/ASHES-500-PEOPLE
http://www.bbroughton.com/product/ST/BAY-10/BAY-LEAVES-10-BRANCHES-PER-BAG-20-28
http://www.bbroughton.com/product/ST/PALM-CROSS-L/PALMS-CROSS-LARGE-8-TO-12-25BAG
http://www.bbroughton.com/product/ST/PALM-CROSS-S/PALMS-CROSS-SMALL-4-TO-6-25BAG
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